marks carved on them, he remarks, "being a guarantee of
the messenger, the same as a ring with us in former times." He also remarks that the hair of these Blacks is generally
curly, but often straight; that they paint representations of
imaginary animals in caves and on rocks, and dispose of their
death by laying them on platforms, by burying in the
ground, and by eating them. In the vocabularies attached
we find two words which begin with r, and the word wee,
which in some places means fire, the equivalent of sun.
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Kangaroo - - bally.
Opossum - - katra.
Tame dog - - knarbo.
Wild dog - - gerole.
Emu - - kondolo.
Black duck - - te-te.
Wood duck
Pelican - - yembor.
Laughing jackass kowokara.
Native companion korore.
White cockatoo - gemra.
Crow - - wagan.
Swan - -
Egg - - meto.
Track of a foot - genna.
Fish - - knoto.
Lobster - - motoga.
Crayfish - -
Mosquito - - komo.
Fly - - koyom.
Snake - -
The Blacks - tinga.
A Blackfellow - tinga.
A Black woman - kolokolo.
Nose - - woro.

Hand - - mandy.
2 Blacks - - yakka tinga.
3 Blacks - - cabo tinga.
One - - yongole.
Two - - yakka.
Three - - kaboo.
Four or more - yongonda or
kikaborgo.

Father - - baby.
Mother - - kora, yong,
yonga.

Sister—Elder - murkingun,
boban.

Brother—Elder - murkin, thalnbo.

A young man - nalngaro.
An old man - kelan.
An old woman - kellingan.
A baby (male) - morgo.

A White man - mecolo.
Children - - yabingara.

Head - - wallow.
Eye - - koro.
Ear - - binna.
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Mouth - nanda.
Teeth - yera.
Hair of the head - molong.
Beard - talba.
Thunder - condono.
Grass - wota.
Tongue - talang.
Stomach - keppa.
Breasts - ngamoon.
Thigh - wakka or tharra.
Foot - genna.
Bonz - talkul.
Blood - koma.
Skin - yonga.
Fat - tammy.
Bowels - bara-bara.
Excrement - gona.
War-spear - kalge.
Reed-spear - raba.
Boomerang - wongal.
Hill - mongan.
Wood - tano.
Stone - belgal.
Camp - rongo.
Yes - ye.
No - bai.
I - kmba.
You - nino.
Bark - yonga.
Good - touca.
Bad - wago.
Sweet - matana.
Food -
Hungry - ngoami.
Thirsty - walnga.
Bat - dialgo.
Sleep - werail.
Drink - bona.
Walk - yanya.
See - nalgago.
Sit - nena or nega.
Yesterday - minonga.
To-day - ki-kin.
To-morrow - cobara.
Where are the winta tinga?
Blacks?
I don't know - knab molgee kniba.
Plenty - yongonda.
Big - nucca.
Little - tantehu.
Dead - boral, wolie
By-and-by - wolo.
Come on - ngari.
Milk - ngamoon.
Eaglehawk - cory-tella.
Wild turkey - cabo calla.
Wife - gain.